
Shopping, Pubs and Restaurants, Mobile services visiting Charing during the 

crisis 

Update 01/05/2020 

 A number of shops are offering deliveries to those who have to self isolate while several pubs and 

restaurants are offering takeaways and or deliveries with two additional ones added this week. Some 

shops have altered opening hours.  The following information is what we believe to be correct as of today 

but may change. 

Shops 

Charing shops offering deliveries 

Wady and Brett: Telephone  01233 712318 

GM & M Johns, Family Butchers: Telephone 01233 713793 or email martyn.johns@btinternet.com  

Wady & Brett and Johns are coordinating deliveries. The early part of the week is easier for Johns.  

 Fixings Warehouse: 01233 714888   Will deliver orders over £10.00  

Pubs and restaurants offering deliveries 

While some pubs and restaurants have closed for the duration, a number are offering deliveries or 

takeaways. Pick up arrangements for takeways may have changed in order to observe distancing. The 

following list covers those who we understand will deliver to the Charing area – some will deliver 

elsewhere as well.  

Red Lion, Charing Heath: takeaways and delivering locally Thursday to Sunday. (5 mile radius). Also 

offering fresh produce (meat, fish, eggs, fruit and veg etc) and groceries with 24 hours notice 

Monday to Saturday. Telephone 01233 714949, or Matt. 07908 406965 or email 

info@redlioncharingheath.co.uk  https://www.facebook.com/redlioncharingheath2019/  

Mulberry’s is offering takeaway or delivered suppers on Thursday and Saturday evenings. 

https://www.facebook.com/mulberrystearoom/ Email sarah@mulberrys.co or tel 01233 714171 or 

07841978748 

The Yellow Fisherman at Hothfield will offer deliveries to a range of areas (minimum order £10) and 

takeaways. 01233 712099 https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Fast-Food-Restaurant/The-

Yellow-Fisherman-107901324037865/   or https://theyellowfisherman.com  (NB “.com” not 

“.co.uk”) 

The Wheel at Westwell (01233 712223) is offering takeaways and deliveries and will also deliver 

fresh products and groceries Wednesday to Sunday.  For details see: 

https://www.facebook.com/thewheelwestwell/   Email info@thewheelinnwestwell.co.uk or tel: 

01233 712223 

The Spice of Bengal (01233 712286) on Charing Hill continues to do takeaways as usual. For menu 

see Charing Chatter facebook page. The Plough Inn at Stalisfield (01795 890256) is also doing 

takeaways (order in advance). 

Chequers Fish Bar in Lenham is now also offering deliveries and takeaways. 

www.chequersfishbar.co.uk  email maz@chequersfishbar.co.uk or 01622 859878 
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Mobile services visiting Charing  

 Frankie and Finns mobile Pizza, Market Square Fridays 4.30 pm to 8.30 pm. Tel Frankie – 

07771170740 or Vickie – 07899924423 between 3 to 4pm on the day to order in advance.  

Howe and Co Fish and Chips usually visits Market Place Wed evening. See Charing Chatter. Pre 

order text 07368 290114   

Please support our local shops, restaurants and pubs who are facing different but huge and unforseen 

challenges and doing their utmost to serve our community. We want them all to be still operating when 

it is all over.  


